Optimization of sorting efficiency of size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction
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Abstract. Grading according to the sizes is an important value adding technique for Robusta green coffee bean. Mechanical grading can increase the sorting efficiency and the need for workers is decreased. Therefore, the sorting efficiency of size grading machine was optimized based on inclined angle and oscillating speed. The Response Surface Methodology (RSM) combined with central composite design (CCD) was applied in the optimization of the sorting efficiency of the machine. A quadratic model was suggested for the sorting efficiency of size grading machine. The results showed that the optimum operating parameters for size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction were inclined angle of 5.06 degree and oscillating speed of 183.28 rpm with a sorting efficiency of 79.99%. The high correlation coefficient ($R^2 = 0.9676$) indicated that the data predicted using RSM were in good agreement with the experimental results.

1. Introduction

Size grading is one of the important operations in the production of green coffee bean because the size directly affected the time and temperature in the roasting process [1]. Moreover, it also affects the qualities (taste and odor) and value of green coffee bean [2]. Generally, the size of green coffee bean in Thailand can be divided into four groups based on diameter of the individual coffee bean according to the standard of Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Thailand [3] such as very large, large, medium and small. Their diameters were as follows: the diameter of very large size must be not less than 7.1 mm; the diameter of large size must be not less than 6.3 mm and not more than 7.0 mm; the diameter of medium size must be not less than 5.6 mm and not more than 6.2 mm and the diameter of small size must be not more than 5.5 mm.

Nowadays, commercial size grading of green coffee bean is performed by the size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along length direction. This size grading machine has the low sorting efficiency because the green coffee beans were moved in the same direction with oscillating sieve. This provides the slight distribution of green coffee bean and green coffee bean press. Some green coffee beans are stuck on the sieve, leading to low sorting efficiency. One of possible methods that increase the distribution of green coffee bean can be done by using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction. The sieve is perpendicularly moved with green coffee bean. This would provide the good distribution of green coffee bean, leading to lower green coffee bean press and resulting in the higher sorting efficiency. There are two important factors which affected the sorting efficiency of size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction such as inclined angle and oscillating speed. However, there are no reports on the optimization of the sorting efficiency which depended on the inclined angle and oscillating speed.

Therefore, the objective of this work was to investigate the optimization of size grading factors (inclined angle and oscillating speed) using Response Surface Methodology (RSM) for sorting efficiency of size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

Robusta green coffee bean without grading was purchased from Coffee Chumphon Provincial Cooperative, Chumphon, Thailand. Its initial moisture content is 13% wet basis (w.b.). The Robusta green coffee bean was graded by size into four groups using the vibrating screening with standard sieves such as very large size (XL), large size (L), medium size (M) and small size (S). Each group was painted with different color as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Experimental design for optimization

A two-factor-two-level central composite design (CCD) with Minitab version 18 was used for grading process. The input variables and their coded and uncoded values are shown in Table 1.
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The response variable (sorting efficiency) was fitted a second-order polynomial equation in order to correlate the response variable to the independent variable (inclined angle and oscillating speed). It was represented by a polynomial quadratic equation as follows [5]:

\[ Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X_1 + \beta_2 X_2 + \beta_{11} X_1^2 + \beta_{22} X_2^2 + \beta_{12} X_1 \times X_2 \]  

(1)

where Y is the sorting efficiency; \( X_1 \) is the inclined angle; \( X_2 \) is the oscillating speed; \( \beta_0 \) is the intercept value; \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_2 \) are linear values; \( \beta_{12} \) is interaction value; and \( \beta_{11} \) and \( \beta_{22} \) are quadratic values.

2.3. Size grading process

A size grading machine using oscillating sieve with swing along width direction was used to screen the size of Robusta coffee bean as presented by schematic diagram in Figure 2. It consisted of four oscillating sieves with difference hole sizes (4, 5, 6 and 7 mm). All sieves were oscillated using a camshaft which was driven by a 1HP motor. A brush was installed on each sieve to prevent the stuck coffee bean during oscillation. 500 g of each Robusta green coffee bean group was well-mixed as a sample (total sample of 2 kg) and fed into the grader at feed rate of 30 kg/h. The experiment conditions were set at inclined angles of 4–6° and oscillating revolution speeds of 170–200 rpm. The oscillating sieve could separate the Robusta green coffee bean as four sizes viz., size I (very large size, > 7.1 mm), size II (large size, 6.3 – 7 mm), size III (medium size, 5.6 – 6.2 mm) and grade IV (small size, < 5.5 mm). When no Robusta green coffee bean was observed in the oscillating sieve, the mass of Robusta green coffee bean from each outlet were removed and weighed for calculating the sorting efficiency.

2.4. Analysis of the samples

The sorting efficiency was determined by the standard method reported by Tabatabaekoo et al. [6]. The %sorting efficiency was calculated using Eq. (2):

\[ E_W = \frac{\sum P_{gi} W_i G_i}{Q P_i} \]  

(2)

Where,

\( E_W \) : size grading efficiency (%)

\( P_{gi} \) : fraction of green coffee bean size i to total green coffee bean dropping into receiving tray size i

\( W_i \) : fraction of green coffee bean size i at the beginning of sizing to total green coffee bean at the beginning of sizing.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Data analysis

The results obtained from all the variables (inclined angle and oscillating speed) are showed in Table 2. The model achieved using the experiments results were designed using RSM combined with CCD shown in Eq. (3).

\[
Y = -2.277 + 267.5X_1 + 18.34X_2 - 18.50X_1^2 - 0.438X_1X_2 - 0.04399X_2^2; \quad R^2 = 0.9676 \quad (3)
\]

The value of determination coefficient \((R^2)\) for the model was found to be 0.96, which indicates the good fitness of the model. The predicted \(R^2\) was 0.9197 which also corroborates the reliability of the model. The statistical significance of model was evaluated using the Fisher test (F test) for ANOVA which was listed in Table 3. The model F-value of 41.80 implies the model is statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. Moreover, the lack of fit was found to be insignificant; thus indicating divergence of the observed value from the predicted value. In addition, the inclined angle and oscillating speed significantly affected the sorting efficiency as shown in Table 3.

![Figure 3. Sorting efficiency against inclined angle and oscillating speed.](https://doi.org/10.1051/matecconf/201929304003)

3.2. Effect of process variables

Figure 3 shows the interactions between sorting efficiency and independent variables (inclined angle and oscillating speed). When the inclined angle and oscillating speed were increased, the sorting efficiency was increased. However, these trends were reversed when the inclined angle and oscillating speed reached a certain value. This could be explained that too much inclined angle and oscillating speed would lead to excess movement speed of green coffee bean, leading to the higher incorrect category dropping, and resulting in the decrease of size grading efficiency [7, 8].

3.3. Validation of models

The models obtained for sorting efficiency was validated by comparing experimental values with the predicted values from the test as shown in Figure 4. The result showed that the predicted values were close to the experimental values, demonstrating that the proposed model is credible for expressing the correlation between the effective parameters and the sorting efficiency.
Conclusions

Based on data analysis with Response Surface Method, optimum values of 5.06 degree and 183.28 rpm were obtained for inclined angle and oscillating speed respectively. The sorting efficiency was found to have optimum value of 79.99% with desirability of 0.9676. The inclined angle and oscillating speed were found to greatly affect the grading process of Robusta green coffee bean. The models obtained for the grading process was adjudged to adequately describe the observations.
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